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ABSTRA(:T
The contribution to the cosmic far-inf]arcd and submillimcter background
(CIBR) from cxtragalactic sources, including normal and active galaxies and
protogalaxies, is not well constrained by direct observational number counts of
galaxies, which arc currently limited to tl]e relatively local universe at these
wavelengths. Therefore our estimates of their contribution to the background
arc based on model extrapolations. I review the l)rinci~dc modeling techniques
currently in use, including Backward Evolution in tilnc of a locally-observed
luminosity function, and Forward Evolution in time of a high rcdshift galaxy
population. The most modestly and pasivcly evolving ]noclel extrapolations lie
MOW the current FIRAS and DIRB13 limits on the CH3R; however some of the
more strongly evolving models are now in conflict with the best “COBE limits,
even though the DIR13E limits still notably contain solnc foreground zodiacal
and galactic emission. The most important unknown parameters which govern
the model prcdictcd far-infrared and subnl illimctcr emission of the integrated
light of galaxies arc the galaxy formation rcdshift; the dust temperature at high
rwdshifts; the star formation history; and the variatio]l of tllc dust optical depth
with time, ~(t), which governs the fraction of the galaxy li ht that is reprocessed
into the fa.r-infrared. The next generation of spacecraft tI SO, WIRE, SIRTF ,
and of instruments on the new 10m class telescopes, will go a long way towar1s
answering these questions, providing nmcli insig]lt into kcy aspects of galaxy
format ion and evolution.
1. INTROI)UCTION
Why should we expect galaxies to produce enough infrared emission at
early epochs that their integrated emission in this wavelength range will be
both detectable and informative? The nuclcosynthcsis argument ( eg. Peebles,
these procccdings) indicates that wc expect to find an integrated background
light due to the formation of the metals we see in the local universe of about
1 0-8 Wm-2sr-] , of order a decade wide, so] ncwhcrc i)l the electromagnetic spectrum. Such a background has yet to bc detected in the UV-optical-NIR range.
There arc several lines of evidence which point to the conclusion that there was
significant early metal and dust enrichmc] It , at least in proto-elliptical galaxies, and that much of the early radiative output of galaxies emerged longward
of lpm and was subsequently reradiated to longer wavelengths. One piece of
direct obscrvationrd evidcncc for early dust and metal enrichment comes from
the detection of both dust and molecular CO crnission in IRAS F10214+4724
(Rowan-Robinson et al. 1991, Brown and ~~andcn Bout 1992, Solomon, Dowries
and Radford 1992) and the Cloverleaf quasar (Barvainis, Antonucci and COICman 1992, Barvainis et aL 1994), at redshifts of z= 2.36 and 2.56, respectively.
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Although both of these objects arc likely gravitationally lcvMcd, tllc implied dust
and CO IINMSCS arc still large, indicating that in these objects at least, a very
significant metal and dust cnrichrncllt has c)ccurrcd. Not only do these objects
illustrate cnrichmcntl they also demonstrate high dust optical depth to olJtical/UV radiation since the far-infrarccl lun]inositics arc l]igh ( 2101 3L@, after
correction for lcnsing). 1311xw at al. (1992) and Mazmi and Dc Zotti (1994)
have Inodelcd IRA S F1 0214+-4724 successfully as a very ]nassivc proto-elliptical
galaxy of agc about 1 Gyr; taking into accou]]t the probal)lc lcnsin , their models
will scale down to a match a more typical giant elliptic.al galaxy.7 Alternatively,
the very high inflarcd luminosity of these objects could arise in a clust torus
around a luminous AGN (fen- which thmc is strong cwidcnce in both cases), ill
which case their rclcvallcc to galaxy evolution in genmal is less obvious. )
We can also find some quite general cviclcnm for a high far-infrared integrated background ligl]t from conditions in the local univmsc, where about 1/3
of tllc volume cmissivity of all galaxies emerges in the far-infrarccl; this emission
is dominated by ongoing massive star forn]ation in disk galaxies. If the star
formation rates in disk galaxies have undcr~,onc a relatively slow rate of change
with tilnc, as cxpcctcd for isolated clissipativcly-cvcdvillg systems and su])pcmted
by direct mcasurcmcnts of current and rcccnt star forlnation tracers in some
nearby disks, it follows that their integratcxl far-infrared clnission over the age
of the universe is likely to bc at least several pcrccnt of tllc Cosmic Microwave
Background (Partridge and Pccblcs 1967. As cmphasizccl by Mamci and dc
Zotti (1994) and FYanccscllini et aL (1994 ,1 the integrated far-infrared cmissicm
of elliptical galaxies could bc cwcn higher than that of disks if cllipticals formed
rapidly with a large initial star formation ra.tc and a high optical depth, as in the
models Elbaz CL cd. and Mazzci and dc Zott i (1994) for F1 0214+4724. Support
for the possibility of a high dust optical dc])th in protogalaxics comes from the
fact that despite years of painstaking effort, protogalaxics have remained elusive
in the o~}tical ancl UV.
Another line of evidence argues that the integrated background in the farinfrarcd and submillimctcr could bc even ]]ighcr than prcdictcd by a model of
slow dissipative evolution of isolated disk galaxies; the possibility that merging
and starbursting may have been an impo] tant feature of galaxy evolution at
intcrrncdiatc times. A significant fraction of the local luminous galaxy energy
density is gcncratcd in the far-infrared by starburst and/or AGN episodes associated with interacting and merging galaxies. The steeply rising IRAS 60pm
number counts may imply an incrcasc of this activity backwards in time, a scenario consistent wit h results deduced from submJ y r-ad io source counts and the
opt ical and near--infrared color distribution N of faint galaxy samples. Thus we
might expect a very significant integrated light at far- illfrarcd wavelengths from
this phenomenon, in cxccss of that prcdictcd under tl]c assumption that disk
galaxies have cvolvccl quite passivc]y as isolated systems.
2. MODELING THE INTEGRATEI) EMISSION OF GALAXIES
‘1’here arc two basic types of model in usc for m]dc~stauding the evolution c)f
alaxics with time and ~)redicting t}lc intcg]atcd backgrounds in the far-infrared
FIR and submillimetcr range. Both have their advantages and disadvantages
?)
but taken togctl]cr they are strongly complementary.
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The first ]nodc]ing method I call Backward Evolution (DE) of tllc Llllllinosity Function (LF). In this class of Inoclcl, a locally- dcx-ivcd luminosity function of galaxies is extrapolate.cl backwards in time according to a simply paralnctcrizcd cvo]utionary function, to match the observed llurllber-lllagl]it[ldc,
number-rcdshift, color- nmgnitudc, etc., distributions, as availab]c. Sillce the
IIIAS-sclcctcd observational distributions arc generally rmtrictcd to rcdshifts
lower than about 0,3, large extrapolations of the evolutionary function backwards in time arc rcq~lircd to lnakc predictions about tllc integrated light of
galaxies.
l’his class of model was orginally developed for a])]) lication to radio source
coullts, axld has also hccn cxtcnsivcly used in tllc intcr~)rctation of tllc evolution
of QSOS. The method has the advantage of being cmpi ric.a] with a minimum of
input and assumed ~)aramcters: the local luminosity function, the form of the
evolution law, tllc spectral energy distribution(s) of galaxies (required in order
to perform k-corrections as a function of z for the model galaxy population(s))
and a maximum rcdshift, Z,,,. r, a t which tllc mode] integration is tcrxninatcd.
Such xnodcls provide al] cxccllcnt coxltcxt fol a bro:id ]>ll(:]lo]]]cl~ological overview
of far-infrar-cd galaxy cvolutio]l, tmt tllcy can give linlitcd physical insight illto
detailed galaxy evolution proccsscs.
‘Mc second class of model, Forward Evolution, works the opposite way in
time: a theoretical galaxy formation l}aradi{;m and CVOI utioxlary framework arc
first adopted, and then a population of galaxies is evolved forwards in time from
tllc formation cpc)eh to match the local N(S), N(z), alit] color distributiolls,
ctc. This class of model is more p}lysical than backward LF evolution, since
it can incorporate the detailed modeling of numcl ous p]]ysical parameters and
proccsscs. It also has the advantage that it can bc highly multi-wavelength,
drawing on data at many wavclengt,lls to constrain tllc in~~ut parameters. Its
ad%zantagcs, of course, also highlight its disadvmtagcs: t]lc large number of
assumptions and free parameters tyl>ically i] lvolvcd mean t hc models arc often
scvcrcly under-constrai]lcd.
2.1 Backward LI’ Evolution Models
In the simplest Backward LF Evolution models, the entire luminosity function is fixed in shape with time, and it translates en masse in luminosity and/or
density at the rate specified by the adopted evolutionary law. The evolutionary law usually is citllcr a single power law or exponential in z, Such models
arc called translational models, and they were originaly pionccrcd for the evolution of radio sources and quasars. The physical interpret.ation of such evolution
involved an increasing luminosity of AGNs with lookback time for luminosity
evolution, or an increasing fraction of galaxies possessing all AGN at earlier times
for density evolution. II] the context of far-infrared Lrigllt galaxies, power law
translational evolution would bc ideal for describing an increasing luminosity of
.starbursts and/or AGN with lookback time, or an increasing fraction of galaxies
undergoing starburst episodes and/o] AGN events with lookback timcj as long
as the rate of mergers is low. However, this kind of I. F- invariant evolution is not
WC1l suited for describing true merging scenarios, in which smaller galaxies merge
to form larger ones -- such scenarios i]np]icitly involve evolution of tl~c sl]apc of
the luminosity function. It is also qucstionab]c for describing continuous passive

evolution of stellar populations, which also involves an ilnplicit evolution of the
shape of tllc LF at some level (because galaxies of different shape and mass can
be cxpcctcd to brighten and fade with time at different rates), regardless of the
merging process,
A sample of the parametric mc)dels of the far-infrared background that
have hccn published I.mscd on translational evolution arc shown in Figures 1
and 2. In these figures, a denotes pure power luminosity evolution, given by
L(t) = L(to) (1 + Z)”; ~ denotes pure l)owcr law density evolution clcscribcd as
fl~o(t) = . P~O(iO) (1 + Z)B, where p.. is tllc co-llloving density; and Q denotes the
cxponcntlal luminosity evolution relation used by Oliver et al. (1992): L(t) =
L(io) cxp{2/3Q[l–(l+z) -3/2]} (appropriate for ft=l ). Otllcr published models
include the power law models of Hackin and Soifcr (1991), Weedman (1990),
Franccschini et al. (1991) and ‘IYeyer an $Silk (1993), which give similar results
to tllosc illustrated in Figures 1 and 2.
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Figure 1: Comparison of the integrated CIBR predicted by representative Backward Evolution models of BcichmalJ and Hclou (1991 and Blain and
Longair (1993) to the most recent FIR.AS and DIRB13 rcsidua ) measurements,
as summarized by Hauser (these procccdings).
For most of the BE models all galaxies comprising tile LF are allowed
evolve at the same rate. In the model of Fhmccschini et al. (1991), the three
galaxies types evolve at different rates. The nlodcl of Trcycr and Silk is different
in nature from the others in that they do not allow the luminosity function of
“normal” galaxies to evolve with time, but add a new population of dwarf galaxies whose characteristic space density, 4* (Mpc.–3 ), is the prtramctcr that evolves:
#~W = G.Ox IO-2 ((0.7/z) + 1)-1 h3, where h=IIO in ullits of 100 knl/s/Mpc. This
model is designed to explain the steepness of the observed blue number counts
of ,galaxics with a population of dwarf galaxies which is present at z = 0.7 but
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has faded or merged to i]lvisibility by the current epoch.
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Figure 2: Comparison of the integrated CIBR ~nwdictcd by the models
of Oliver et aL (1992) to the most recent FIRAS and DIRBE residual measurements.

For all the models shown in Figures 1 and 2, cxccq)t those labeled “no
evolution”, the evolutionary parameters (a, ~ or Q) have been selected by their
authors to fit the slope of the locally-observed IRAS (lOIm~ source counts. This
is a very important aspect of the interpretation of tlwse models which I will
return to in Section 3.1.
2.2 Evolutionary Synthesis Models
The model of 1%.nceschini et al, (1994) is based on the closed box chemical evolutionary population synthesis models of Mazzei, Xu and De Zotti (1992)
and Mazzei, de Zotti and Xu (1994). Starting at a selected formation epoch,
a population of model galaxies is given a ra] ~ge of masses and initial star formation rates and allowed to evolve forwards in time according to the adopted
prescriptions for chemical and stellar evolutionary theory and a Salpcter IMF.
The star formation rate, @, of each galaxy evolves with time as a power, n, of
–
1
0
the fractional gas mass .f~, ~(t) = @o.&~oY~” 1 where ~~ = kf~os/ 149 1 evolves
as the changin stellar populations use up interstellar material and re-process
some of it bacf for use by future generations. The far- infrared and submillimetcr emission is modeled as the sum of a warm coml)oncnt heated by the
massive stars and a cooler component heated by the older stars, depending on
the evolving dust-to-gas ratio and dust optical depth. The ga.laxics with the
highest initial star formation rates are elliptical galaxies, which use Up most of
their ISM very rapidly with an early, very far-infrared-luminous phase (a “protogalaxy” phase), and then settle down to a long passively evolving history of
low far-infrared emissivity. Disk galaxies evolve more slowly, reaching an epoch

of peak far-infrared emissivity at much later t imcs. ml~ latest galaxy types arc
still increasing in optical depth after a Hubble time.
As noted abcwc, a young elliptical galaxy model can match the luminous z=2.3 IRAS galaxy F10214+4724 quite well, wllilc the same model at
15 Gyr matches the UV-far-infrared energy distribution of local elliptical well;
scc Manei and de Zotti (1994). Two integrated light models of Franceschini
ct al. (1994), differing in the value adoptecl for n, are shown in Figure 3; if
their picture of galaxy evolution is correct then the integrated background light
expected from galaxies in the wavelength ral lge is clearly within close reach of
being detected by COBE.
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Figure 3: Comparison of the intc rated CIBR predicted by the models
of Franeeschini et aL (1994) and Wang 1991)
to the mc)st recent FIRAS and
f
DIRBE residual measurements.
Wang (1991a,b) takes a simpler approach to the evolving stellar energy
output of his model galaxy population thali Franccschini et al. (1994), and
focuses on the chemical cmrichment and evolution of the dust in molecular clouds
in more detail. He investigates two enrichment/star formation rate scenarios:
prompt initial enrichment with either a constant or exponentially declining SFR,
and a model allowing continued accretion of material from intergalactic space
coupled with constant star formation. Wang fixes the dust temperature at 30K,
based on observations of local disks, rathel than attempting a derivation of
expected dust temperatures} and his galaxias are forrncd at a range of redshifts
given by a Gaussian distribution witli variable Zf and OZ.
Wang finds that the dust content of young disk galaxies at early times can
be up to 4 times larger than today, and the far-infrared luminosity can be two orders of magnitude greater. The PIE lnodel predicts much stronger backgrounds
than the accretion model because it shows strong evolution of the dust mass.

.

.

Wang’s results arc compared to those of Frallceschini et al. (1993) in Figure
3, where it may bc seen that for similar cosm(dogy and Zj tllc “opaque” (n= 1 )
model of Franceschini ci! al. (1994) is very similar to tllc PIE model of Wang
with exponentially clcclilling star formation, at least at A > 200 pm. At shorter
wavelengths the models are expected to diverge because Wing, focusing only on
the far-infrared emission, considers only a sin~le temperature dust component.
Both the Fraltceschini et al. (1994) and the Wan , models assume conservation of galaxy number density. Blain and Longair [)
1993 derive the integrated background for a hierarchical cluster-i] lg model with merging based on
the Press-Schcctcr formalism for the growth of structure. III their model the
far-infrared and submillimctcr emissivity of galaxies is prol)ortional to the SFR,
which varies as a gaussian with t imc c]uring each galaxy lnergcr event. They
ran models adopting two different assumed dust tcmpcraturcs, 30 and 60K, and
constrained the models to generate the correct heavy elcmcllt abundance and to
fit local 60pm source counts. Their models arc shown in Figure 4.
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Figure 4: Comparison of the integrated CIBR predicted by the CDM
models of Blain and Longair (1993) to the most recent FIRAS and DIRBE
residual mca.suremcnts

3. MODEL RESUI,TS AND CONCI,US1ONS
Several of the models shown in Figures 1-4 are in conflict with the FIRAS
residuals, and even with some of the current DIRBE limits, in spite of the
fact that the DIRBE limits clearly still contain significant .lcvels of foreground
zodiacal and galactic emission. This confluence between theory and data means
that we can begin to learn something about galaxy fornlation and evolution
from the details of the modeling processes. In particular, it is very exciting
to note that the COBE limits arc getting down to the lCWC1 predicted by the
general nuclcosynthesis a.rgumcnt. of Al 0-8 W m-2sr-’, the level we expect if a

I
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]argc percentage of t]lc tots] Stdklt’ energy density of the universe cmcrgecl ill
tllc FIR, tllcrcforc a detection at C1 OSC to tllcsc lCVCIS llla,y show that it actually
did do so. The I)cscrt ct al. tentative detection (tllcsc procccdings) is therefore
tantali7,i11g.
3.1 Backward Evolution Models: Rcdshift cutoff or Lower Evolutionary Rates?
The first conclusion that call bc lnadc from a cmwidcration of the various
Inodcls of Figs 1-4 is that for silnilar assu~nptiol)s (cc)slno]ogy, tllc galaxy formation epoch and the spcctr-al energy distribution of the model galaxies), the
strongly evolving power law Backward Evolution Inoclcls tend to predict llighcr
intcgr-atcd backgrounds than the Forward }3volution models. Compare, for example, the 0==3. 15, Zf =5.3, fl= 1 IIE luminosity cvolutio]l model of Oliver et
af. with the z~==,]r, fl== 1 models of lt~ang, which assulnc sixnilar galaxy spcct.ral
energy distributio]ls.
In general, all of powm law tllc translational BE ]nodcls that can fit the
slope of the IIt.AS local GO~~m number counts arc in serious conflict with the
CO13E limits, LM]lCSS a low rcdshift cutoff is imposed 011 tl~cnl (the more complex model of Trcycr and Silk is al~ exception and is discussed further below).
The translational density evolution models, in particular, require an especially
low redshift cutoff bccausc higher cvolutioxlary rates arc nominally required to
fit the local (30~~m counts using density evolution rather than luminosity evolution (Hacking, Gondon and Houck 1987; Saunders ci al. 1990; Lonsda]c et al.
1 990). For luminosity evolution (and Q== 1) ~Y l~~a~ is about 2 — 3, and for density
evolution it is about 1 – 2, dcpclldillg on t hc details of tllc adopted spectral
energy distributions (SCC Rowan-I{obinson, these proceedings, an update to the
models of Oliver et al.). Of course, a traditional trallsIational power law evolution model will always require a rcdshift cutoff at some point bccausc such a
model otherwise diverges at high redshift. l’owcr law dcllsity evolution models
in particular bccomc meaningless at Iligh rcdshifts, because at some point the
mass of the total number of galaxies involvc(l in the backward extrapolated series of mergers will cxcecd the total galactic lnass of the universe. On the other
hand, the exponential luminosity evolution model of Oliver et al. dots not suffer
from this problcm because it converges at high rcdsllift; indeed this model is not
in conflict with the COBE limits.
How physically plausible is a rcdshift cutoff at z w 2 for the strongly evolving BE translational cvo]utioll models? Recall that tl~is class of translational
evolution model was developed m an aid to understanding the evolution with
rcdshift of radio source counts and QSOS. As such tl~cy have been quite successful, and have a reasonably simple and physic all y plausible interpretation in terms
of an increase with lookback time of the luminosity and/or frequency and/or duration of AGN events in galaxies. The character of the A GN events themsc]vcs
arc not cxpcctcd to change much with lookback time, thus a rcdshift-invariant
LF is not unrcasonab]c. A turnover in redshift is also SCC]l for QSOS, and is intcrprctcd in terms of the formation epoch of QSOS. lb tllc FIR number counts
and integrated background an analogous scenario could be considcrcd, since it is
very possible that a significant fraction of the far-infrared luminosity of galaxies
ultimately derives from dust-enshrouded A Gil, especially in the most luminous
galaxies (e.g.. Lonscla]c, Snlitll and I,ollsdalc 1995), and froln starbursts caused

l“
by interaction and merger cvcl~ts, and is tllcrcfore rcasc)llably Inodcled to first
orclcr by translational IJ7 evolution. But there remains a large fraction of the
far-infrared elnissivity of galaxies wllic-h dc~ ivcs frc)ln passive stellar cvolutiollary processes, in galaxy disks, which are cxl)ectcd to cl)ange continuously with
cosmological c~)och, and wllicil arc t~oi! WCII xnoclclcd by translational evolution
of a fixed I,F.
An alternative solution to the strongly evolving models with a rcdshift cutoff is to question whether tllc rate of evolution assu]ncd ill tllcsc mc)dcls is simply
too high. In fact t.llcrc is good rcasoll to question this, and tllc a.rgumcllt is very
similar to that which has arisen aroul)d the ‘(faint blue galaxy question”. The focus of rcscarcll in ol~t ical and near-infrared c)bscrvat ion al cosmology has rcccntl y
revolved arouncl the fact that rcdshift distributions of faint flcld galaxy samples
routinely fail to find c]lough galaxies at hi h redshifts to agree with evolving
rnodcls for the number-magnitude relations7see e.g., Koo allcl Kron 1992). Several cxplanatiows for this failure have Lccn ])ut forward; tl~c most ~)opular invoke
so]nc sort of population of lc)w lunlillosity galaxies that were present at moclcratc
rcdsllifts, and tllcrcforc cont,ril)uted to stccl)cning t}~c I]~lllll~cr-lllagl~ituclc relation, which have either faded to invisibility or merged with other galaxies by the
present time ( eg. Broad] lurst, Ellis and Shanks 1998). A simpler explanation
is that wc have simply got either the sllapc of the local lu]ninosity function (in
particular, the slope of the faint end) or the norma]izatioll of the local nunlbcrmagnitude rclaticms wrong ( cg. Lcmsdale and Chokshi 1993; Gardner, these
procccdings).
It now seems that t}]ere is a silnilar conflict bctwccll tllc stccpncss of tllc
x~lllllbcr-lllagllituclc relation and redshift distributions at 60pm; Ashby, Houck
and Hacking (1992) fail to find the nigh redshift galaxies cx]mctcd for a translational evolution moclcl that can fit tllc count slope. Tllercforc we should likewise
question both the aclo]~tcd shape of the 60~fm LF and tl)c normalization of the
models to the nurnbcr-]nagnitude relation, and we shcmld consider more complex
cvolutiona.ry forms. The far-infrared intcgmtcd background model of Tr-cycr and
Silk (1993) is based on a fadirlg/merging dwarf scenario, such as those put forward to explain the faint blue galaxy prol dcm, and illdccd it has no conflict
with the CIBR limits (it predicts a CIBR similar in intensity and distribution
to the lower of the two models of Beichrnan and Hclou illustrated in Figure
1). Alternatively, if wc suspend the rcquirelncnt that the BE models in general
must match the 60pm IV(S) slope, then the more slowly evolving models of for
cxarnple, Beichman and Helou, come into consideration.
3.2? The FE Models
To gain more physical insight into galaxy evolutioll than possible from the
BE models, wc can turn to the more detailed FE nlodcling approaches. The
“opaque” (n= 1) stellar population synthesis model of Franccschini ct al. (1994)
can bc considered an illustration of a classical non- CI)M galaxy formation model
in which a large fraction of all the light of the forming elliptical protogalaxics
emerges in the FIR, Indeed, a large fraction of all galaxy lig]lt crncrgcs in the FIR
in this model, Icaving little of the a]pwxijnatcly 10- 8 Wm-2sr-1 expected on
general grounds from the nucleosynthesis ]n-ediction to emerge at other wavelengths. The PIE model with cxponcntia] star forlxlatiol~ of Wang is likewise

a good illustration of a Ilon-CDM universe in which Illc)st of the energy dmlsity of galaxies emerges in the FIR, as it also accounts for essentially all of the
nuclcosynthcsis energy. The Illain and Long, air cwolvil~g models illustrate an alternative CDM merging scenario, sornc of them also accounting for much of all
nuclcosynthcsis energy. ‘1’he fact that these models arc so closely constrained by
the ncw CIBR data means that they are clearly worthy of ]norc detailed refinement, in anticipation of further okxxrvational pro~ress ill both the CIBR limits
and in number count, rcdshift and color distributions at intermediate rcdshifts.
It is worth cmphasising, however, that there is room for uncertainty in those
models whic]l have been designed to fit the steep 60pn 1 source counts. This is
bccausc, following the arguments in the previous scctioll, such models may give
a biased picture of far-infrared evolution rrttcs in tile local universe. Thercfor-c
further modeling should take care to fit the available FI1t rcdshift distributicms
and take full account of the current uncertainties in tllc shape of the local LF
and the absolute normalization of tllc N(S) relation.
The long wavclcllgth shape of the integrated rnodcl spectra is the most
critical aspect for comparison to the FIRA S limits (al Id tllc tentative FIR.AS
detection of l)cscrt et al.). It’s shape is pril]cipally govcrl~cd by the convolution
of the dust tcmpcra,tures and tllc redshifts of the domimult contributing galaxies
to tile integrated background. At onc extreme, a dcm~ilmnt contribution from
very cool dust in very high rcds}lift galaxies will cause the integrated background
to greatly exceed the FIRAS limits, as in the 301< cwolvillg CDM model of Blain
and Longair, while at tile other extreme a d(mlinaxlt coutributioxl from relatively
low rcdsllift and/or relatively warm galaxies, sucli as tile accretion model with
low zf of Wang, will predict an intcgratccl clnissivity at FIRAS wavelengths that
is much lower.
4. FUTUI{E

DIRECTIONS

Where do wc go from here? 11’he prospects for progress in understanding
galaxy evolution via modeling of the Cosmic Infrared Background arc obviously
very cxcit ing at presel lt, since several different modclillg approaches result in
CIBR predictions that lic within reach of dct cction, and sornc plausible scenarios
arc already ruled out. Therefore more refined modeling approaches would clearly
bc very timely and im~)ortant.
By itself, a detection of the CIBR will not distinguish between the varict y of galaxy formation and evolution paradigms rcprescntcd by the models
discussed in this paper, but will tell us only in general terms what fraction of the
total energy generated over the history of the universe was r-c-radiated into the
FIR by dust; ic. it will give us an integral of the stellar energy and dust optical
depth over time. The spectral shape of the CIBR will give us information about
tile integral of the tcmpcraturc of that dust, and L1lC redshift range at which it
was emitted, over the history of the universe.
Thcrcforc, of equal important to the refinement of the various models
to agree with the CIBR measurements will be model predictions and detailed
observations of galaxy populations at a vrtricty of wavelengths and a range of
rcdshifts which can bc used to critically test these different model approaches.
Rcdshift surveys of large samples of the fail)tcst IRAS galaxies will help to solve

.

the dichotomy bctwccn the steep slope of the 601ml number counts and the
shallow rcdshift distribution ( eg. Smith et al. 1996), while deep 1S0 and WIRE
(Wide Field Infrared Explorer) surveys and their subsequent follow-up with
rcdshift determinations will push these studies to redsllifts of unity or above.
High resolution HST or Keck imaging of the intermediate and high rcdshift
1S0 galaxies will shed much light OIL the overall role of mergers and starbursts
in galaxy evolution. The new submillirncter SCUBA instrument promises to
be extremely valuable bccausc submillimckx number counts at intermediate
redshifts are expected to be especially sensitive cliagnostics of galaxy evolution
models as the k-correction redshifts the strong FIIt peak illto the submillimcter
band (see Blain and Longair 1993; also Guidcrdoni, these procccdings).
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